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1. Set the zoom operation change-over knob of the lens to 
SERVO position.

2. Connect the zoom demand to the zoom/focus remote 
connector.

3. Refer to the operation manual of the zoom demand for the 
detailed operation.

6-2. Operation by Zoom Demand

Zoom operation by the zoom demand can be performed by connecting the zoom demand to the lens.

1. Canon Zoom Demand ZSD-300D can be connected. Shtl/Memo/RET switches become ineffective. Frame switch 
functions as one-shot AF (Auto Focus)  switch. 

2. Attach the baseplate, which is available on the market and is suitable to the camera, to the camera securely before 
mounting the camera onto the tripod when connecting the demand cable to the zoom/focus remote connector. The 
demand cable might not be connected to the connector if the baseplate is not attached to the camera. For the procedure 
of the baseplate attachment, refer to the operation manual of the baseplate.

Zoom/Focus Remote Connector
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7. Focus Operation

Focus Ring Focus Index Window

Auto/Manual Focus Change-over Switch

Auto Focus Operation
1. Set the auto/manual focus change-over switch of the lens 

to AF position. Refer to the operation manual of the camera 
for the auto focus setting on camera side.

2. Focusing becomes in-focus status based on the focus 
command from the camera.

Auto focus function is activated by using the lens with Canon Digital Cinema Camera.

7-1. Manual/Auto Focus Operation

Manual Focus Operation
1. Set the auto/manual focus change-over switch of the lens 

to MF position.

2. Turn the focus ring to bring the near or far object into focus.

Focus operation by the focus ring can be performed while 
auto focus is operated.

Near

Far
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1. Set the auto/manual focus change-over switch of the lens 
to MF position.

2. Connect the focus demand to the zoom/focus remote 
connector.

3. Refer to the operation manual of the focus demand for the 
detailed operation.

7-2. Operation by Focus Demand

Focus operation by the focus demand can be performed by connecting the focus demand to the lens.

Zoom/Focus Remote Connector

1. Canon Focus Demand FPD-400D can be connected.

• FPD-400D: Focus characteristics curve selection switch of the focus demand becomes ineffective. 

• Operation by focus demand can be performed while auto focus is operated unless camera side sends the different 
command.

2. Attach the baseplate, which is available on the market and is suitable to the camera, to the camera securely before 
mounting the camera onto the tripod when connecting the demand cable to the zoom/focus remote connector. The 
demand cable might not be connected to the connector if the baseplate is not attached to the camera. For the procedure 
of the baseplate attachment, refer to the operation manual of the baseplate.

3. External Power Input is necessary when operation by focus demand is performed with the camera other than Canon 
digital cinema camera.
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8. Manual/Auto Iris Operation

Iris Ring

Iris Auto/Manual Change-over Switch

Manual Iris Operation
1. Set the iris auto/manual change-over switch of the lens to 

MANU. position.

2. Turn the iris ring of the lens manually to perform iris 
operation.

Auto Iris Operation
Auto iris function is activated by using the lens with Canon 
Digital Cinema Camera.

1. Set the iris auto/manual change-over switch of the lens to 
AUTO position.

2. Iris operation starts based on the command from the 
camera.

When switching from auto iris operation to manual iris 
operation,  iris operation is performed based on the value 
of the iris ring.

Iris operation by the iris ring of the lens can be performed.
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Shaking at the time of shooting can be compensated by setting the IS (Image Stabilizer) function.

IS Switch

IS Mode Switch

1. Set the IS switch to ON position.

2. Select the mode which is suitable for your shooting 
environment by switching IS mode switch.  
One of 3 (A/B/C) modes can be assigned. 

・Mode A：Standard mode recommended for the shooting 
with the hand-carried lenses

・Mode B：Maximum image stabilization mode 
recommended for the shooting with the hand-
carried lenses

IS performance of this mode is higher than 
that of Mode A.
Image fluctuation after panning operation is 
large due to higher IS performance.

・Mode C：Recommended mode for the shooting with the 
lenses on the tripod

9. Operating IS (Image Stabilizer) Function
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10. Specifications

CN-E18-80mm T4.4 L IS KAS S
Lens Mount Canon EF
Focal Length 18-80 mm
Maximum T-stop 1：4.4 ( f =18 - 80 mm)
Iris Blades 9
Image Circle φ 28.2 mm φ 29.6 mm
Coverage (H x V ) 24.6 x 13.8 mm 26.2 x 13.8 mm
Aspect ratio 1.78 : 1 1.9 : 1
Widest end angular field of view ( H x V )
Telephoto angular field of view ( H x V )

68.7° x 41.9° at 18mm
17.5°x 9.9° at 80mm

72.1° x 41.9° at 18mm
18.6° x 9.9° at 80mm

Minimum Object Distance（M.O.D.） 0.5m / 1.7ft (from the image sensor)

Object Dimensions at M.O.D. 43.4 x 24.3cm at 18mm
9.5 x 5.3cm at 80mm

46.2 x 24.3cm at 18mm
10.1 x 5.3cm at 80mm

Focus Angular Rotation Endless (Operation range 130°）
Focus Gear Module 0.8
Zoom Angular Rotation 90°
Zoom Gear Module 0.5
Iris Angular Rotation 90°
Iris Gear Module 0.5
Front Diameter φ 84mm
Filter Diameter φ 77mm
Length 182.3mm
Weight Approx. 1.2kg

CN-E18-80mm Ｔ 4.4 L IS KAS S cannot be used with the extenders.
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CN-E70-200mm T4.4 L IS KAS S
Lens Mount Canon EF
Focal Length 70-200 mm
Maximum T-stop 1：4.4 ( f =70 - 200 mm)
Iris Blades 9
Image Circle φ 28.2 mm φ 29.6 mm
Coverage (H x V ) 24.6 x 13.8 mm 26.2 x 13.8 mm
Aspect ratio 1.78 : 1 1.9 : 1
Widest end angular field of view ( H x V )
Telephoto angular field of view ( H x V )

19.9° x 11.3° at 70mm
7.0°x 4.0° at 200mm

21.2° x 11.3° at 70mm
7.5° x 4.0° at 200mm

Minimum Object Distance（M.O.D.） 1.2m / 4ft (from the image sensor)

Object Dimensions at M.O.D. 31.3 x 17.5cm at 70mm
11.5 x 6.4cm at 200mm

33.3 x 17.5cm at 70mm
12.2 x 6.4cm at 200mm

Focus Angular Rotation Endless (Operation range 130°）
Focus Gear Module 0.8
Zoom Angular Rotation 90°
Zoom Gear Module 0.5
Iris Angular Rotation 90°
Iris Gear Module 0.5
Front Diameter φ 84mm
Filter Diameter φ 77mm
Length 182.3mm
Weight Approx. 1.25kg
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Reference Information
This lens is a digital cinema lens for shooting movies.

• EF Cinema lenses were developed primarily for movie production, and have a color balance typical for movies. This means that 
the color reproduction is warmer (shifted toward yellow in the CCI coordinate system) than that of EF lenses which are basically 
used to shoot still images. Therefore, when using both types of lens together, adjust the color balance (redo the white balance etc.) 
as necessary.

• In general, the depth of field becomes shallow and the focusing range becomes extremely narrow near the widest aperture and
when shooting a subject at close range. In addition, this tendency increases for lenses with longer focal lengths. When shooting 
images, carefully check the focusing condition using the zoom mode of the finder or other means, and shoot a sufficient number o
test images before performing focus operations.
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Lens Accessory 
Zoom Servo Grip

ZSG-C10
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Forward

Thank you for purchasing Canon products.

This operation manual is applicable for the following model.

ZSG-C10
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Zoom servo grip body ................1

Grip attachment ..........................1

Lens holder ................................1

Grip case  ...................................1

Hexagon socket head wrench ....1

Operation Manual

1. Standard Product Configuration

Operation manual

Zoom servo grip body

Make sure all the following items are included in the packing box. 
If you find any item missing, please contact your Canon dealer. 

Grip case

Grip attachmentLens holder

Hexagon socket
head wrench
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2. Names of Parts

① Grip Attachment

② Start/Stop Switch

③ One-shot AF (Auto Focus) Switch

④ Slotted-head Screw for Attaching Grip

⑤ Zoom Operation Switch

3
2

4

5

1
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1. Attach the grip attachment to the lens using the hexagon 
socket head wrench provided with the zoom servo grip

2. Attach the lens holder to the lens holder holes of the lens 
using the hexagon socket head wrench.

3. Attach the lens to the camera. Refer to the operation 
manual of the camera for the details of attaching the lens 
to the camera.

4. Align the index line of the grip attachment and the index 
line of the zoom servo grip. Then mate the rose joint of the 
grip attachment with the rose joint of the zoom servo grip. 
Tighten the slotted-head screw for attaching grip to fix 
the grip to the grip attachment. The attaching angle of the 
zoom servo grip can be adjusted by changing the mating 
position of the rose joints. 

5. Attach the lens supporter available on the market to 
the lens holder. For the procedure of attaching the lens 
supporter to the lens holder, refer to the operation manual 
of the lens supporter.

6. Connect the cable connector of the zoom servo grip to the 
zoom/focus remote connector of the lens.

Slotted-head Screw for 
Attaching Grip

Lens Holder Holes Lens Holder

Lens Supporter
Attaching Surface

NOTE
When attaching the zoom servo grip to the lens, mount 
the lens onto the lens suporter. Otherwise the lens may 
be damaged.

Cable Connector

3. Attaching Zoom Servo Grip to the Lens

Grip Attachment

Hexagon Socket Head WrenchIndex Line

Rose Joint

Zoom/Focus 
Remote Connector
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1. Set the zoom operation change-over knob of the lens to 
SERVO position.

2. The zoom can be operated by pressing the zoom operation 
switch. The zoom speed changes depending on how deep 
the switch is pressed. The deeper the switch is pressed, 
the faster the zoom speed becomes.

4. Zoom Operation

Zoom Operation Change-over Knob

Zoom speed adjusting volume becomes ineffective while 
zoom operation switch is operated.

Zoom operation can be performed by the zoom operation switch.

Zoom Operation Switch
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One-shot AF (Auto Focus) Switch
One-shot AF (Auto Focus) switch becomes effective when the 
zoom servo grip and the lens are connected to Canon degital 
cinema camera. Auto focus operation is activated every time 
this switch is pressed.

1. Set the auto focus mode of the camera to one-shot mode. 
Refer to the operation manual of the camera for the setting 
on the camera side.

2. Set the auto/manual focus change-over switch of the lens 
to AF position.

3. One-shot AF operation is activated by pressing one-shot 
AF switch.

Start/Stop Switch
Start/stop switch becomes effective when the zoom servo grip 
and the lens are connected to Canon degital cinema camera. 
The start and stop of recording on the camera side is switched 
every time pressing this switch. 

5. Other Functions

Start/Stop Switch

Auto/Manual Focus Change-over Switch

One-shot AF Switch


